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e Nonequilibrium Superconductivity and
. Quasiparticle Dynamics in YBa2Cu30,

Jennifer L.W. Siders, R. N. Jacobs, C. W. Siders, S. A. Trugman, and A. J. Taylor

MateriafsScienceantiTechnologyDivision,Los AkunosNationalLaboratory,
Los Alamos,NewMexico,87545,USA. E-mail sidersj@ibm.net

Abstract. We use opticalpump, coherentterahertzprobe spectroscopyto transientlyexcite
nonequilibriumpopulationsof quasipardcks in YBzCu307.sand monitor,with picosecond
resolution,the superfluidand quasiparticledynamics.

We use an optical (1.5 eV, 150 fs) pump to
transiently excite nonequilibrium popula-
tions of quasiparticles in superconducting
Y%CU307.S (YBCO) and coherent terahertz
spectroscopy [1] to monitor, with picosec-
ond resolution, the subsequent interplay
between the superfluid and the quasiparticle
dynamics with the ultimate goal of under-
standing the character of the excited quasi-
particles, their decay channels and relaxa-
tion times.

Previously, quasiparticle dynamics in
YBCO have been studied using optical
pump, optical probe spectroscopy. [2] How-
ever, the coherent detection of a terahertz
probe permits a more direct picture of both
the superfluid and the quasiparticle dynam-
ics, yielding the real, CR(CO),and imaginary,
C1(CO),parts of the conductivity over the
frequency range from 0.2 to 0.8 THz, as a
function of pump-probe delay. Using a
two-fluid mode1,[3] the conductivity below
TC, consis~ of a Drude-like component
proportional to the number of qurrsiparticles
and an imaginary component proportional
to the superfluid population with an cd’
dependence. Figure 1 reveals such transient
spectra, CR(O$and (r,(fo),for YB~CuJ07 at 4
K with an initially hotoexcited quasiparti-
cle density of 5x10Rcm”3. Before the pump
arrives, CrR(OJ)is very small, indicating the
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Figure 1: ORand cq, are plotted for
different pump delays at 4 K for
YBa2Cu307 and n is 5 x 1019cm-3
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, presence of very few quasiparticles and c,(o)) is large and exhibits a 0-’ depend-

ence due to the superfluid, consistent with a two-fluid picture. Immediately after
. excitation (Ops) aR(co)becomes large due to the creation of quasiparticles, while

s q(m) decreases and becomes roughly constant in @because of both destruction of
the superfluid component and a significant increase in a Drude component with a
relaxation time of 0,2-0.4 ps.
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Figure 2: @ and at are plotted for f=O.50 THz versus pump delay for
YBi@@ at 4 K for three different excitation densities.

To reveal the dynamics of the conductivity more clearly, we plot, in Figures 2 and
3, cr, and a, at 0.5 THz and 4 K, as a function of pump delay for YB~Cu,O, (T,=
85 K) and YB~C~06,j (TC= 55 K) for three different excitation densities. For
YBACUjO, below T,, the 1.5 eV pump pulse creates a highly excited quasiparticle
distribution by absorbing 5x101’cm-’photons. The resulting large decrease in a,
corresponds to nearly total destruction of the condensate (> 1021cm-3 Cooper
pairs), whereby, given a superconducting gap, A, of 0.03 eV, a 1.5 eV quasipaxti-
cle destroys 1.5 eV/O.030 eV = 50 superfluid carriers, creating as many quasipar-
titles. This destruction of the superfluid occurs in 1-2 ps. A temperature depend-
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Figure 3: ORand 61 are plotted for f = 0.50 THz versus pump delay for
YBa2Cu306.5at 4 K for three different excitation densities.
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c 2 ent bottleneck in the condensate recovery occurs around 2-5 ps, resulting from an
. excess population of high energy (2A) phonons released during the quasiparticle

. . recombination process which become locally trapped and can rebreak Cooper
t pairs. The initial recovery dynamics of the superfluid is both temperature and

density dependent, occurring in 5-10 ps (10-20 ps) for YB+CU,O, (YB~Cu,06,,).
As the excitation density is increased the number of phonons increases, and, as
can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, delays the total recovery of the superfluid. In Fig-
ure 2, the rapid decrease in ORat high excitation densities, without the comple-
mentary increase in cr, indicates that the quasiparticles are relaxing in such a way
that they no longer contribute to the conductivity but are not yet reforming Cooper
pairs. This behavior may .be caused either by Anderson localization of the quasi-
particles as they relax to the gap or an increase in mass due to a dressing of the
quasiparticles by phonons. This relaxation mechanism is not seen in YBqCu,O,,
(Figure 3),

In Figure 4, CRand q for YB~Cu30, at a moderate excitation density of 2.5 x 10”
cm-3, are plotted for three temperatures near TC(85K). In all cases a significant
fraction( > 20%) of the superfluid has not recovered after 20 ps indicative of a
critical slowing down of the order parameter near a second order phase transition.
Above T,, for YB%Cut07,, OR decreases by about 16%, corresponding to an in-
crease in the scattering time, ~, which does not recover within 20 ps.
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Figure 4: CR and q are plotted. for f=O.50 THz versus pump delay for
YBa2Cu307 for three temperatures near TC(85 K). The excitation
density, n, is 2.5 x 1019cm-3.
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